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Popular author, Terry Harrison, shows how to paint seas and skies using simple watercolour

techniques. Step-by-step photographs and Terry's no-nonsense style make watercolour painting

accessible to all. Beginners and experienced painters alike will enjoy learning how to paint crashing

waves, a coastal footpath and a sunset over the sea.
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I find all of Harrisons books on watercolors very helpful. As a non schooled artist I find his books

easy to follow and very informative. I have several of his books and rely on them when I have a

problem with helpful techniques.

I love this book. It is easy to follow and learn with the photos and descriptions. All the photos in this

book are very descriptive and photos are clear so I can actually paint step by step. I am having fun.

Prompt delivery. The book is in great condition.

This good is a great tool for learning these two challenging topics if one learns from reading. I,

however, learn from instruction so I liked his other books much better because they had step by

step trace and copy features. I would still highly recommend this for anyone that wished to round out

their skills.



Its a good book but I honestly expected more tutorials of paintings for the cost. But its still a very

good book. I would recommend trying to get it a lil cheaper via the UsedBooks section.

Best book on painting the ocean in watercolor. Lots of step by step illustrations. Easy to follow.

Great book at a reasonable price.

There Is a lot of movement in these pictures and so much fun practicing these lessons. Good book

to learn from.

I found it a very helpful guide to paintint the sea and shore. I like the way the waves and rocks were

painted.

Nice picture but complex scenes. I have looked at this book a few times, but have not tried out any

because they are so complex. When I have the time, I will go back to this book and try them out. I

do watercolor and I believe these are oil paints. I have done some oil and acrylic painting and will

probably do some more.
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